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Enveloped in the mists of metaphor—that is how Justice Benjamin Cardozo once characterized the piercing-the-corporate-veil doctrine. Holding an individual liable for corporate debt is one of the most litigated scenarios in corporate law, but who exactly can be held liable has been a source of confusion. Is the sphere of personal liability limited to officers, directors and shareholders, or can persons without corporate title or interest be held liable? In 2014, the Illinois Appellate Court cleared some of this confusion by concluding that even a person without a formal corporate title or ownership can be held liable where the piercing elements are met.

Piercing the corporate veil doctrine in Illinois requires proof of two elements: (1) unity of interest and (2) circumstances that make the fiction of a separate corporate existence a fraud and unjust. These elements are broad and equitable in nature, and exist because in certain circumstances it is fair to look beyond corporate formalities and hold an individual liable where the corporate entity was merely a “dummy or sham for another dominating entity.”

That is not to say that corporate forms have been disregarded. Illinois courts have traditionally applied the piercing doctrine only in cases where the defendant (against whom the piercing is sought) was bestowed with some sort of corporate title, whether it was an officer, director, high-level corporate employee, or a shareholder/owner. This “corporate title requirement” was for all practical purposes a third element, and has even been advertised by the Illinois Supreme Court: “courts in some circumstances will disregard the corporate entity and find shareholders, directors, or officers personally liable for corporate obligations.” Prior to 2014, one would be hard-pressed to locate a single example of the corporate veil being pierced to hold an individual without a corporate title or equity interest liable.

This legal reality changed in April of 2014, when the Illinois Appellate Court for the First District, in Buckley v. Abuzir, pierced the corporate veil to a pure third party who held no corporate titles or shareholder status. In the events leading up to Buckley, plaintiffs Mama Gramm’s Bakery, Inc. (“Mama Gramm”) and John Buckley obtained in the circuit court a default judgment in the amount of $421,582.50 against defendant Silver Fox Pastries, Inc. (“Silver Fox”) for its violation of the Illinois Trade Secrets Act, which included Silver Fox’s acquisition of Mama Gramm’s recipes and customer lists. However, being unable to collect from the corporate entity Silver Fox, plaintiffs filed a separate cause of action against defendant Haitham Abuzir (“Abuzir”) seeking to pierce Silver Fox’s corporate veil even though Abuzir was and had never been a director, officer, employee, or shareholder of Silver Fox. Plaintiffs’ rationalization was that although Abuzir did not hold these particular formalities, his sister Suna Abuzir was Silver Fox’s owner, his brother-in-law Ali Alsahl was Silver Fox’s president and registered agent, and he himself funded Silver Fox, “made all business decisions,” and “exercised ownership control over the corporation Silver Fox to such a degree that separate personalities of the corporation and [defendant] did not exist.”

The circuit court, however, disagreed with plaintiffs’ position, and granted defendant’s motion to dismiss on the basis that the corporate veil could not be pierced because he was never a director, officer, employee or shareholder.

On appeal, the appellate court reviewed case law in twenty-two other states, finding that the majority of states found that shareholder or title status was non-dispositive. Of those twenty-two other states, the laws of seventeen allowed piercing the corporate veil to reach non-shareholders and non-title holders, while the laws of three states had conflicting results, and the laws of two states prohibited reaching non-shareholders.

The fact that Buckley undertook such an exhaustive exposition of sister jurisdictions illustrates that the court felt it was necessary to bring Illinois in line with the modern trend, which favors substance over form. Relying on the survey of other states, the appellate court concluded that “lack of shareholder status – and, indeed, lack of status as an officer, director or employee – does not preclude veil-piercing” and is, in fact, a proposition that is implicitly supported by prior Illinois precedent. In essence, the Buckley court concluded that to restrain piercing the corporate veil through formalities would defeat the purpose of the equitable nature of the remedy since “[t]here are many ways to organize a sham corporation” to avoid holding title or stocks while still effectuating con-
trol.13

Buckley also gave a blueprint for naming a third party defendant and satisfying the piercing test. The first prong, unity-of-interest, could be satisfied through sufficient factual allegations of “(1) inadequate capitalization; (2) failure to issue stock; (3) failure to observe corporate formalities; (4) non-payment of dividends; (5) insolvency of the debtor corporation; (6) nonfunctioning of the other officers or directors; (7) absence of corporate records; (8) commingling of funds; (9) diversion of assets from the corporation by or to a stockholder or other person or entity to the detriment of creditors; (10) failure to maintain arm’s length relationship among the related entities; and (11) whether in fact, the corporate is a mere façade for the operation of dominant stockholders.”14 To satisfy the second prong – circumstances that make the fiction of a separate corporate existence a fraud and unjust – the Buckley court advised parties to plead sufficient factual allegations of “(a) adherence to the fiction of a separate corporate existence would sanction a fraud, promote injustice, and/or promote inequitable consequences; (b) how defendant ‘perpetrated an injustice’; or (c) what ‘injuries’ existed.”15

The Buckley decision may motivate the filing of more piercing lawsuits. The decision’s citation to corporate piercing statistics shows that piercing the corporate veil by Illinois courts is not nearly as rare as courts claim it is. In fact, the Buckley court noted that Illinois courts pierce the corporate veil in approximately 42% to 52% of cases, near the average for American courts.16 This statistic sharply contrasts with Illinois opinions that state the court’s “reluctance” to pierce the corporate veil.17

Buckley also has strong implications for corporate clients, especially close corporations. There are many examples of close corporations having family members or long-time friends that, while not containing any official company title, in effect dominate its affairs. After Buckley, these individuals have potential liability.

Attorneys should pay particular attention to how courts follow Buckley in the coming years. While Buckley had a particular set of facts, its detailed analysis, citation to favorable piercing statistics and disregard for corporate formalities could provide the blueprint for increased claims against non-shareholders and non-titleholders. ■
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